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Overview of HSE in the Power Industry
Concept of Accident
Barriers to / Opportunities for Success
H₂O Concept : Innovative Safety Strategies
FINAL MESSAGE
“This administration is mindful of the sanctity of lives of Nigerians and other electricity consumers and would therefore not condone frequent incidences of electrocution and other forms of accidents in the industry….”

Mr. Babatunde Fashola SAN
Key Incident Causative Elements

- Contact with Overhead Lines
- Snapped HT Feeders
- Energized part of ground electrical equipment
- Road Traffic Accident (RTA)
- Fall from Height
- Vehicular Collision
Fire
Snapped LT Line
Wooden Poles
Poor Workmanship
Explosion
Inclement Weather
Fatigue
H₂O Concept: Innovative Safety Strategies

ENVISION  EMPOWER  EXECUTE  EVOLVE
IE – SAFETY CODE
(SAFETY NON-NEGOTIABLE)
Mandate 4

Field Level Risk Assessment

1. stop think carefully about the task
2. LOOK! are there any Hazards?
3. Control the Hazards; Please do not forget IE Safety Code
4. START and work safely

It is better to lose one minute in life... than to lose life in a minute.

Work safely your family needs you

This Card MUST ALWAYS be with each Technical Staff on the field

Issued by: Health, Safety & Environment
Six Criteria for Safety Excellence

- TOP Management is visibly committed
- Middle Management is visibly involved
- Frontline supervision is performance focused
- Employees are actively participating
- System is flexible to accommodate Culture
- Safety System is positively perceived by the Workforce
Electricity is a good servant because it serves us to produce services and bad master because of its negative devastating impact, effect/ consequences-loss of lives (electrocution) and property if misused or used unsafely.

Engr. Peter Ewesor
MANAGING DIRECTOR /CEO
“When “i” is replaced with “we” even illness becomes wellness.”

— Malcolm X
Lessons learned from Basketball:

When things are at their worst that's not the time to go silent or abandon the things you know to be true.

Stand Together.

- Julius Rhodes
THANK YOU